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We investigate the theory of quantum fluctuations in non-equilibrium systems having large crit
ical fluctuations. This allows us to treat the limits imposed by nonlinearities to quantum squeezing
and noise reduction, and also to envisage future tests o f quantum theory in regions of macroscopic
quantum fluctuations. A long-term objective of this research is to identify suitable physical sys
tems in which macroscopic ‘Schrödinger cat’-like behaviour may be observed. We investigate two
systems in particular o f much current experimental interest, namely the degenerate parametric
oscillator near threshold, and the evaporatively cooled (BEC). We compare the results obtained
in the positive-P representation, as a fully quantum mechanical calculation, with the truncated
Wigner phase space equation, also known as semi-classical theory. We show when these results
agree and differ in calculations taken beyond the linearized approximation. In the region where
the largest quantum fluctuations and Schrödinger cat-like behaviour might be expected, we find
that the quantum predictions correspond very closely to the semi-classical theory. Nature abhors
observing a Schrödinger cat. - Pacs: 03.65.Bz
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I. Introduction
A question o f much current interest in the founda
tions o f quantum theory is the issue o f how one can
observe a ‘Schrödinger cat’ - namely, a quantum sys
tem in a m acroscopic superposition state. Apart from
philosophical questions, this would test quantum the
ory in a new and important regime. It is already com 
m onplace to talk o f quantum states of the Universe;
but before this, one would like to ensure that quan
tum m echanics is completely valid for, say, the 1023
particles in ordinary m acroscopic objects.
Currently, the m ost stringent tests o f quantum su
perpositions or quantum entanglem ent are restricted
to Bell inequality tests involving only one or two par
ticles. This is not m acroscopic at all. Nevertheless,
quantum Bell inequality tests are not restricted to
only two particles, and Bell inequality violations are
predicted by quantum m echanics for correlated and
entangled system s o f arbitrary particle num ber [1].
Follow ing developm ents in squeezed-state genera
tion [2] and quantum correlations [3], a consider

able breakthrough was achieved by Kimble [4] in
the observation o f the original continuous variable
EPR paradox. This followed earlier theoretical pre
dictions about quadrature phase correlations [5], and
involves relatively large numbers of photons. It could
be extended to a m acroscopic EPR test provided cer
tain conditions on causality and local oscillators were
utilized.
One must ask how does one generate entangled
states o f macroscopic size, since this is more useful
than ju st a quantum superposition, and could in prin
ciple provide a signature for a quantum Schrödinger
cat. In order to answ er this question, it is essential
to find out how to calculate w hat quantum m echan
ics predicts! Suitable quantum systems that might
generate entanglem ent are typically nonlinear. A c
cordingly, we present here some test cases of non
equilibrium quantum fluctuations; in particular the
degenerate parametric oscillator near threshold, and
the evaporatively cooled BEC. In the region where the
largest quantum fluctuations and Schrödinger cat-like
behaviour might be expected, we find that the quan-
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tum predictions generally correspond very closely to
the semi-classical theory.
This result indicates that it is far from trivial to gen
erate a quantum Schrödinger cat whose properties can
be readily distinguished from those predicted by alter
nate hidden variable theories. This may provide com 
fort to supporters of quantum m echanics who wish to
reconcile its paradoxical view o f reality with the usual
m acroscopic view. On the other hand, it suggests that
a test o f macroscopic quantum m echanics is a real
scientific challenge for the new century.
A) Quantum Dynamics
In order to understand the nature o f the problems
we face in calculating quantum criticality, it must
be realized that these are essentially non-equilibrium
many-body problems. Therefore, we face the diffi
culty that such problem s are conventionally regarded
as insoluble, and hence not feasible as either analytic
or computational problems.
The following quotes can be used to illustrate this:
• “ Can a quantum system be probabilistically sim
ulated by a classical universal co m puter?... the answer
is certainly, N o!” (R. P. Feynman [6]).
• “ Quantum M olecular Dynam ics does not exist in
any practical sense... One is forced to either simulate
very small systems (i. e. less than five particles) or to
make serious approxim ations.” (D. M. Ceperley [7]).
We take the point o f view here that the real world
is a many-body quantum dynam ical problem , and it
is necessary to at least try to solve these problems.
They are certainly difficult, but not totally insoluble.
As evidence for this assertion, results will be given for
many-body simulations o f the developm ent of Bosecondensation via evaporative cooling o f n = 10,000
atoms in m = 32000 trap modes. This corresponds to
a Hilbert space with ( m + n )!/(m !n !) = lO10000 states,
using standard com binatoric theory.
B) +P Representation
The m ethods used here will rely in the coherentstate positive P-representation [8] o f quantum optics,
and its extension to functional coherent state repre
sentations o f fields. We em phasize that other methods
may well work better, as the positive P-representation
has well-known problem s to do with sampling error
and boundary terms when the damping is too small.
Despite this, it is the only technique yet proven to

work reliably for these types of quantum dynam ical
problems.
The method consists of the following steps, in the
case of a scalar bosonic field ip :
• Expand the quantum density matrix p in offdiagonal coherent state projection operators:

p

= f P(,i>1,^ 2 )7 7 7 7 ^ ^ 1^ 2 .
J

m m )

• Vip 1 , V ^2 are the functional measures over func
tional coherent states {'ipi) .
• Pi'ijj 1 , ^ 2 ) is a positive distribution function
which exists for all density matrices.
• When the boundary terms in the integration van
ish, P is governed by a Fokker-Planck equation (FPE).
• The FPE leads to two stochastic phase-space
equations for each classical phase-space variable.
This method was developed from earlier represen
tation theory methods used in laser theory. It was
used, for example, in the first successful prediction
of quantum soliton behaviour in optical fibers, which
was later verified experimentally [9]. We will also
give some comparisons with a truncated version o f the
W igner representation, which is equivalent to stochas
tic electrodynamics - a hidden variable theory. The
philosophy here is a very simple one; if the same be
haviour can be calculated from both quantum theory
and a hidden variable theory, then we must conclude
that the quantum state in question is rather classical
and shows no extreme quantum paradoxes of a type
that has no possible realistic description.

II. Critical Point of a Parametric Amplifier
As a first example of quantum criticality, we inves
tigate the question of how to obtain the most quantum
squeezing from that useful tool, the degenerate para
metric amplifier. The standard theory predicts that
this occurs at the threshold for parametric oscillation,
when the quantum fluctuations in one quadrature are
zero, while those in the other are infinite. Linearized
perturbation theory breaks down at this point, and its
predictions are both m athematically unreliable, and
completely unphysical.
In the case of pure down-conversion, with ju st a
second-harmonic, the interaction Hamiltonian [10] is
the standard one for a non-degenerate, single-m ode
parametric amplifier or oscillator:
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dc*i = [ - 7 i a i + x&+\a 2\ d t + y j x ^ i d w(t),

[a2fl|2 — a ^ i ]

d a | = [ - 7 i a | + x a \ a i \ d t + y / x <X i d w +(t),

+ (Reservoirs).
Here ä \ , äj represent the fundamental and secondharm onic m odes, x is proportional to the optical nonlinearity, while £ is proportional to the coherent driv
ing field at the second-harm onic frequency. In the
classical limit, the system has the well-known clas
sical equations o f intra-cavity parametric oscillation,
where we define cti = (a l ), and hence obtain, in the
interaction picture:

d OL2
dt

da} =

—

7 2^ 2

+

£

—

d t,

^ X < * f \ d t .

Here the terms 7 * represent the am plitude damping
rates. All stochastic means and correlations vanish,
except
( dw( t) dw( t) ) = (d w +( t ) d w +( t)) = d t .

dai
dt

d a 2 = [ - 72«2 + £ ~

- 7 i « i + Xa \®2,
-7 2 Ö 2

+

r
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-

1

(2 . 1)
2

These equations are valid in the limit of large photon
number. They are obtained by the use of a classical
decorrelation in which all operator products are as
sumed to factorize, so that (a\a,j) ~ (a\)(a,j), and
(aiüj) ~ (ai)(a,j). The solution o f these equations is
im m ediate classically and has the property that there
is a phase transition at the critical driving field of
£ = £ c. For driving fields below this value, one has
<*i=0,

(2 .2)
Oil = £ / l 2 ,
while for fields above this value, the signal field a\ is
bistable, with

This means that d w( t) , d w +(t) represent two real
Gaussian, uncorrelated stochastic processes.
B) Wigner Representation
The W igner representation may also be used to treat
this problem, but it leads to a Fokker-Planck equation
with third-order derivatives, which therefore has no
stochastic equivalent. This is ju st due to the wellknown fact that the set of positive W igner functions
is not a complete basis for all quantum mechanical
states.
If we truncate the third derivative of the phase space
equation we get a genuine Fokker-Planck type equa
tion with positive definite diffusion constant [12]. This
can be mapped into the following Ito stochastic dif
ferential coupled equations:
dai = [ -

7 1 Q1

da* = [ -

71

+ xa*iai]dt + y / i i d w i ( t ) ,

a* + x a \ a $ ] d t +

dw*{ ( t ) ,

(2.3)
r
X 2
i
d a 2 = [ - 72<*2 - 2 a i + d 1 +
It is the behaviour in the critical region that we are
m ost interested in, as the usual linearized methods
break down. Just above the critical region, we see that
the quantum system has some o f the character o f a
Schrödinger ‘cat’. There are two possible values for
the sub-harm onic am plitude c*i, and the system prior
to detection m ay be in a superposition state o f these
amplitudes.

da*2 =

d w 2(t) ,

'y2a*2 - ^ a f + £ ^ d t + ^ d w 2 ( t ) . (2.4)

Here dwk( t) is now a complex Gaussian white noise
whose mean and variance are given by
(d w k(t)) = 0 ,
(2.5)
( d w k( t ) d w i ( t ) ) = S ki d t .

A) Positive-P Equations

III. Perturbation Theory

The following stochastic [ 1 1 ] equations are obtained for any driving field £ :

The crucial quadrature variables of the system have
the definitions
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(3.1)
Vj =

V(Q) = 1 -
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In order to solve these coupled equations system at
ically, we introduce an expansion param eter g - the
ratio o f nonlinear to linear rates of change:

I 2/X7r(l — p 2)

(1 — p + 7 r)(l + p) — f22
(1 - p ) [ Q 2 + (1 -

P + J r ) 2]

(1 + p + 7 r )(l + p) ~ J?2
(1 + p ) [ Q 2 + (1 + p + 7 r )2] J

9=

(3.2)

\/2 7 i7 2

C) Optimal Squeezing in Spectrum
A ) Below Threshold Perturbation Theory
Next, we introduce a scaled tim e r = 7 1 i, a dimensionless driving field //, = x ^ / ( 7 i 7 2 ). and a dimensionless decay ratio 7 r = 72 / 71 , so that the equations
can be expressed in term s o f the three dimensionless
param eters g , p, 7 r . Finally, we expand the scaled co
ordinates in a pow er series in g, to give
OO

9

E
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n—1 (n)
2/1

,
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n=0

= l - o 2/ 3 .
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x2 ,
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1
00
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Kpi(0) =
This agrees with an approxim ate calculation of Plimak and Walls [16], and occurs at a driving field just
below threshold, of

n—1 (ti)
x) ,

n=0
2/1

Near threshold at p = 1, we find that the opti
mal spectral squeezing occurs at zero frequency, with
V (0) = [<52 + 2g2/6] /4 , where p = 1 —6. M inim izing
with respect to the driving field provided 7 r is not too
small, one finds that

n

- 1

V2= V 2 T r ^ , 9

(n )

Vl

'

The expansion given here has the property that the
zero-th order term corresponds to the large classical
fields o f order 1 / g, while the first order term corre
sponds to the quantum fluctuations o f order 1 , and
the higher order terms correspond to nonlinear cor
rections to the quantum fluctuations, o f order g and
greater.

D) Critical Squeezing
Integrating over all frequencies gives the total
squeezing or quadrature m oment. This is a measure
related to information, since it includes all possible
spectral frequencies. We can calculate this using a
different asymptotic perturbation theory [17] which
is valid in the critical region, i.e., for p ~ 1 . Intro
ducing a critical driving param eter rj = 8 / g to measure
how close the driving field is to its value at the bifur
cation threshold, one finds that the unsqueezed and
squeezed variances are given, respectively, by [15]
1

B) Spectral Correlations
These can be calculated directly from the Fourier
transform o f the stochastic equations, where Q is the
scaled frequency. The observed squeezing variance is
obtained using quantum input/output theory[13, 14]
assuming no losses apart from the output coupler.
The result, including the lowest nonlinear corrections,
is [15]
E

f x 2d x e x p (r]x2/ 2 — x 4/ \ 6 )

g f d x e x p (rix2/ 2 — x 4/1 6 )
9V
/ 2\
11
y'/ ,, g2(2 + 3 j r) X j
\ y i)s = ö - - t +
16(2 + 7t.)
The best total squeezing now occurs slightly above the
critical point, due to line-broadening effects which
give squeezing over a wider frequency range just
above threshold.
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Critical squeezing moment

BEC
Fig. 2. Actual physics of BEC formation.

ß
Fig. 1. Critical squeezing moment.

IV. Comparison: Below and Near Threshold
The results in Fig. 1 are for g2 = .001, 7 r = 0.5. The
solid line is the below -threshold perturbation theory
which diverges at the critical point; the dashed line
is asym ptotic m ethod valid in the critical region. Nu
merical sim ulation results agree with the dashed line,
and have no divergence, as one might expect.
D) Summary o f Critical Parametric Fluctuations
In summary, we can readily calculate large
nonlinear critical fluctuations in the positive Prepresentation. These m ethods provide a test of
quantum fluctuations beyond linearized theory. The
asym ptotic critical expansion agrees with numeri
cal simulations. However, in the critical region, a
careful study o f the sem i-classical equations shows
that it gives exactly the same predictions; similar be
haviour is known to occur near state-equation turningpoints [18]. We have to conclude that in this region
the quantum fluctuations, while large, cannot be re
garded as having any uniquely quantum properties
that we could ascribe to ‘Schrödinger cat-like [19]’
behaviour. In order to reach regimes that m ight show
more differentiation, it seem s that we m ust require
lower dam ping, in order to remove any possible mech
anism for turning superpositions into mixtures.

V. BEC Cooling Through the Critical Point
The Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) that has been
produced with trapped atom ic samples o f neutral
atoms [20] is often described as the atomic equivalent

to laser light. BECs are a coherent m atter waves char
acterized by what is called the off-diagonal longrange order parameter. Precise m easurem ents of the
momentum spread in recent experim ents [21] have
shown that the long-range order extends over the en
tire length o f the condensate. O ther interference ex
periments [22] have also confirmed the existence of
this long-range coherence. But this does not mean
that the condensate exists in a coherent state, for
which it would have to possess coherence o f all or
ders at all length scales. In fact the presence of inter
particle interactions means that the atom density is
anti-correlated at short distances. There have been lo
cal measurements that dem onstrate the existence of
some forms of higher order coherence [23], but a com 
plete description or confirmation o f all the coherence
properties of the condensate is not yet available.
To address im portant issues such as these about the
nature o f the condensate, a quantum m echanical sim 
ulation of the evaporative cooling process that leads
to condensation m ust be undertaken. The the final
ground state of this m any-body system is the result of
a quantum dynamical process which is far from ther
mal equilibrium. This problem has been approached
by many authors using various approxim ate m ethods.
But to provide a benchm ark for these treatments, and
to precisely determ ine coherence properties, all the
quantum effects m ust be included without approxi
mation.
An illustration of the actual physics o f BEC form a
tion is presented in Figure 2.
This is essentially a dynamical problem. Initially
we have a hot m ulti-m ode system consisting o f inter
acting particles in a finite trap. The cooling process
does not involve phonon reservoirs. Instead, hot atoms
collide, and under some circum stances one atom is
slowed down to join the condensate, while another
is speeded up to the point where it escapes from the
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trap. Quantum fluctuations are clearly im portant near
the critical point. We can ask the following questions:
• W hat state does the evaporation process lead to?
• Is it really in thermal equilibrium?
• W hat role does sym metry-breaking play?
To answ er these questions, we can use quantum
phase-space m ethods (quasi- probabilities) to calcu
late the quantum tim e-evolution under the full manybody Ham iltonian. This m ethod retains quantum fea
tures and allows a full m ulti-m ode simulation.

of the multi-mode vacuum noise term s in this repre
sentation, causing large sampling errors.
Condensates typically were found to form in ex
cited states, not in the ground state. Frequently, m eta
stable vortices were observed in the numerical sim 
ulations. Importantly, we found that all condensates
generated had some center-of-mass m otion, indicat
ing that the evaporative cooling process is not effec
tive in cooling bulk motion, which therefore has a
higher effective temperature than the relative m otion
internal to the condensate.

A) + P Stochastic Equations
The resulting stochastic equations are very similar
in form to the Gross-Pitaevskii equations, except that
the phase-space has a doubled dimension, as usual in
the positive P-representation:
i h ——
dt

r —ft2V 2

Tr

ih

---- + V - - T
2

2m

Uipjip 3

•+ V i h U .

Here the m eaning o f the symbols is as follows:
• j - 1,2; m = atomic mass,
• V ( x ) = trapping potential,
• r(x) = loss rate,
• U = atom -atom coupling.
The stochastic term s that generate the quantum
noise have the following properties:
(£(£, x ) £ j ( t \ x ') = 6ij6(t - t')6(x - x ) .
The im portant quantity to calculate corresponds also
to the m ost easily observed quantity - namely the
atomic density in either position or m om entum space:
N =^ \

= ^ {.

B) Summary o f BEC Critical Fluctuations
We have carried out several first principles quan
tum sim ulations o f BEC form ation[24], Results were
limited by the stochastic sampling error, but were able
to be carried to the point o f a clear observation of a
condensate, provided the simulations were carried out
with relatively small condensates, without too strong
a coupling. Thus, many-body quantum simulations
are (just) feasible with digital computers. We found
in this case it was not possible to carry out semi-classical sim ulations, owing to the ultra-violet divergence

VI. Conclusion
Quantum criticality in either a param etric amplifier
or evaporatively cooled Bose-Einstein condensate can
be treated with stochastic methods in the + P repre
sentation. The parametric amplifier, w hich is damped,
is very straightforward. Up to 10,000 bosonic atoms,
32,000 modes, and hence lO10000 quantum states can
be treated in the BEC case. Excellent results are ob
tained with this method in the sense that critical point
behaviour can be simulated with relatively low sam 
pling error for the parameters used here. In the BEC
case, large sampling errors were found if the sim ula
tions were carried on for much longer than the initial
time-scale required for BEC form ation, due to de
creasing loss rates. W hile no evidence was found for
quantum paradoxes in either case as yet, it is clear
that many-body quantum dynam ics can indeed be
treated in some cases. This opens up the possibil
ity of new tests of quantum m echanical predictions in
areas of macroscopic quantum fluctuations. In future,
a promising direction for research is in the devel
opment of improved representations able to handle
situations of low damping. To optim ally test quan
tum mechanics in new regimes, we need to find ways
to generate entangled macroscopic states of massive
particles. This is a regime as yet unknown in any tests
of quantum entanglement. A possible way to gen
erate such intriguing quantum states is via the use
of an atom-molecular coupled BEC [25] as a quan
tum parametric amplifier for squeezed and entangled
matter-waves.
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